Neuronal outgrowth and rescue induced by cyclic phosphates in PC12 cells.
A series of cyclic glycerophosphates and their deoxy analogues were tested for induction of neuronal outgrowth in PC12 cells. Under chronic presence of a cyclic phosphate PC12 cells developed distinct isles of neuronal networks which covered up to 20% of the culture area, while alpha and beta glycerophosphates (the negative control compounds) did not induce any neuronal outgrowth. Distinct isles of neuronal networks were also observed upon short term application (i.e. 2 pulses of 3 hours each at day 1 and day 4) of the tested cyclic phosphates in contrast to an analogous short term exposure to NGF which was abortive. Analysis of tyrosine phosphorylation indicated a battery of phosphorylated proteins after several minutes of application of the cyclic phosphates, among which was an ERK protein of approximately 63 kD (possibly ERK7). Nerve rescue experiments were carried out with NGF differentiated PC12 cells where NGF was replaced with either 1,2 or 1,3 cyclic propanediolphosphate (1,2 cPP and 1,3 cPP) for 7 days. A distinct dose dependent preservation of neuronal network by these compounds was observed. In the control cultures NGF deprivation resulted in massive neuronal retraction and cell death. Preliminary experiments indicated that the nerve rescue by the cyclic phosphates involves the increase in the level of CASPase 6. The above findings suggest that cyclic glycerophosphates and their analogues may bear important physiological and pharmacological implications which are currently under investigation.